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Greeting !
Usually a new year marks the time to break old habits , make resolutions and adhere
to newer routines. This year however, with all its potential unpredictability, has us
wishing for the old, for the familiar, for the tried and tested routines, for the
overwhelming newness to plateau and finally pass. This is because, more than
novelty, we need stability to function.

Extra Curricular
Events
___
Plans Ahead

This applies more so to children who are already experiencing the precarious
growth period of formative behavior & cognitive development . Thus the need for
reopening of schools is an urgent one. Each day the nostalgia of our children
attending school, frolicking around carefree , learning in their classrooms renders us
helpless against the prevailing circumstances where they are away from their
teachers and friends, trying to learn through screens. Hence bold and brave steps
need to be taken from all quarters to get our children back into schools.
This month , wherein a new wave peaked, has been challenging for all of us. Fresh
lockdowns , newer guidelines and the priority of saving human lives over education
made it far from ideal to conduct optimal academic transactions.
However with a lot shifting on a daily & weekly basis , it can be imperceptible to
track whether any meaningful progress was made .This is why it gives us immense
pleasure to update you with the January’2022 newsletter.
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Academic Milestones:
Successful completion of 2021 session:- We concluded the previous
session by conducting the End Term Examination physically on campus
with almost 100% student turnout. You all played a pivotal role by
sending your wards informed and abiding by all SOPs.
Commencement of New session: We started the new session on 16
December 2021. We started offline and hoped to continue. Due to surge
in Covid-19 cases and keeping in view the severity of the third wave, we
had to follow Govt Orders. We aim to resume offline school work at the
earliest possible.
Disbursement of Frozen syllabus for winter: Softcopies of winter syllabus
were shared with you through WhatsApp groups and uploaded on the
school website.
Confirmation calls to parents: To ensure no child is left behind, our HRTs
confirmed whether every child in their respective class is on track with
academics and is taking classes from the Academy or by private
tuitions.
Disbursement of Phase-I Study assignment: The novel step this session
will be archiving and digital availability of all study material for our
children. The assignment for phase 1 is available on the website with
more to be uploaded soon. We are actively trying to perfect the process .
Notebook maintenance:- It will be our extreme commitment to make
your wards reliable and dutiful to maintain their subject notebooks.
While we leave no stone unturned to encourage and motivate your
wards to make reference notes, you as a parent, need to follow up &
check whether your ward is making proper notes into his/her notebooks
by putting your initial on the last page of the lesson.
Assessment Scheme:- We are maintaining a record of all written and
oral tests of your ward to help us better assess the areas that need
improvement. Identifying the pace and prowess of each child to better
cater to their needs will be our guiding principle.

Extracurricular Events:
Observance Of Plantation Drive:- On 24 January, the District Forest department
organized a plantation drive in AAA .This was in line with our philosophy of
keeping the planet breathing healthy for our children.
Conduction of virtual Quiz competition: an online quiz competition was organized
on 26th January, the first of many more to come.

Essay Competition:-CBSE has undertaken the observance of scrutinizing the
imagination of students by allowing them to write an essay about My India@100
years. Hereof, we can shortlist the creative writers who will be given the
opportunity to compete on regional level and then national level .

Section-Wise interaction with parents:- The versatile management of AAA
has initiated the interaction session with parents in order to seek feedback,
grievances or valuable suggestions from them, so that everything could be
streamlined. The interaction session started on 25 January and roster has
been shared with you.

plans ahead:
1. Getting children back into the school is our prime
priority. We aim to resume physical classes for higher
grades immediately and for all grades subsequently.
{keeping in view but working around the prevailing
directives}
2. Video Lessons & Presentations: Our staff is putting in all
efforts to prepare engaging audio-video summary of their
topics that will be shared with the children and made
accessible digitally as well.
3. Assignments and Worksheets: In addition to the
exercises at the end of each chapter, we will test and
challenge the child to learn through worksheets sourced
from reputed publications.
4. Literary Magazine : We are set to redraft the school
magazine and launch the very first edition under a new
name. Designated committee members will collect all
creative entries from children for compilation.
5. The Parent-Teacher Admin meetings will continue as
scheduled into the next month.

